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Chapter 1I bordered on gray, dusty terrain against conrad bubble's giant dome. His airlock, ringing with red lights, stood a long way away. It's hard to run with 100 kilos of gear – even in the moon's gravity. But I'd feel like you can rush when your life's on the line. Bob ran right next to me. His voice came over the radio: Let
me connect my tanks to your clothes! That's why you're going to die too. The leaks are huge, he said. I see gas leaking from your tanks. Thanks for talking. I'm the master of EVA here, Bob said. Stop and let me cross-connect!. Negative. I kept running. There was a pop before the leak alarm. Metal fatigue. It must be a
set of valves. If you cross-link, you will pierce the line on the sharpened edge. I'm willing to take a chance. I'm not ready to let you go, I said. Trust me, Bob. I know metal. I switched to long, even hops. It was like a slow movement, but it was the best way to move with all that weight. The helmet said the airlock was 52
meters away. I looked at the results of my hands. My oxygen reserve was compressed as I watched. That's why I stopped looking. It's been a long journey. I'm really 100 now. I even left Bob behind, and he's the most sable EVA master on the moon. Here's the trick: every time you touch the ground, add more
momentum ahead. But it also means that every hop is a complicated affair. If you, you're going to suck and slide on the floor. EVA clothes are heavy, but it's best not to grind them against regolith. You're going too fast! If I tripped, I could smash my face plate! Better than sucking the vacula, I said. I might have ten
seconds. I'm way behind you, he said. Don't wait for me. I realized how fast I was going when Conrad's triangular plates filled my gaze. They were growing very fast. Shit! There's no time to slow down. I made one last jump and added a forward. I redirected it just in time – more out of luck than skill – and hit the wall with
my feet. Bob was right. I was too fast. I hit the ground, crushed myself to my feet and clinged into the hatch. My ears were exhi ded. The alarms went off in my helmet. The tank was on its hind legs – he couldn't shut up anymore. I pushed the hatch and fell in. I breathed my breath and my vision was blurred. I kicked the
hatch, reached out to the emergency tank and got out of the pin. The top of the tank flew off and the air flooded into the room. It came so quickly that half of it was incocading into the particles of fog from the cooling that comes with rapid expansion. I fell to the ground, barely conscious. I dragged myself into my clothes
and stuck my train to vomit. That was more of a tinge than I built for. 1. headache is rooted. You'd be with me for a few hours at least. I managed to get a disease of the moon. Hissing died to the end. Bob finally got to the hatch. I saw him inhale through a little round window. Status? is called on the radio. Conscious, I
cried. Can you stand? Or should I call for help? Bob couldn't come without killing me. But each of the 2,000 people in town could open an airlock from the other side and drag me in. There's no need. I got to my hands and knees, then to my feet. I walked towards the control panel and triggered the cleanup. High-pitched
airplanes blew me up from all angles. The grey moon dust sw over the airlock and is pulled into filtered openings along the wall. After cleaning, the internal hatch door opened automatically. I walked into the front room, re-ged the inner hatch and conspired on the bench. Bob cycled normally through the airlock – without a
dramatic emergency tank (which had to be replaced, by the way). Just the usual method of pumps and valves. After a cleaning cycle, he joined me in the pre-abundance. Without saying a word, I helped Bob out of his helmet and gloves. I should never have forced someone to get on with it. Sure, it's pull-out, but that's the
weight in the ass. There's a tradition in these things. He returned the favor. Well, that sucked, I said when he lifted my helmet. I almost died. He stepped out of his suit. You should have listened to my instructions. I curled up from my dress and looked in the back. I was pointing to a jagged piece of metal that used to be a
valve. Blow the valve. Just like I said. Metal fatigue. He peed in the valve and nodded. All right, all right, all right. You were right to refuse a cross-link. very good. But that still shouldn't have happened. Where the hell did you get that dress? I bought it second-hand. Why would they buy a used dress? Because I couldn't
afford a new one. I barely had enough money to use, and you won't let me join the czechs until I own my clothes. You should be saving for a new one. Bob Lewis is a former U.S. Marine who doesn't have a stupid relationship. More importantly, he's the head of the EVA Guild. It suits the esnaf master, but Bob and Bob
just state that you can be a member. And if you are not a member, you should not work as a freelance EVA or leading groups of tourists on the surface. That's how the Czechs work. He's a shinge. So? How was I doing? He was smuring. Are you kidding me? You failed the exam, Jazz. You super-duper failed. For?! I
asked for it. I've done all the necessary maneuvers, done all the tasks and finished the obstacle course in under seven minutes. And when the near-fatal problem happened, I kept to my partner from endangering and returned safely to the city. He opened the locker. Loaded gloves and a helmet. Your dress is your
responsibility. Failed. That means you didn't make it. How can you blame me for this leak? Everything was fine when we realized!' It's a results-oriented profession. The moon is a bitch. She doesn't care why your dress doesn't work. When he kills you, he kills you. You should've done a better look at your equipment. He
hung the rest of his clothes on a custom stand in his locker. Come on, Bob! Jazz, I almost died out there. How do I give you a pass? He closed the locker and started to leave. You can re-run the test within six months. I blocked his path. That's so funny! Why do I have to put my life on hold because of some arbitrary
czech rule? Pay more attention to the inspection of equipment. He stepped around me and out of the front. And pay the full price when you fix this leak. I watched him leave, and then I jump on the bench. I'm going to fucking get it. I went to my home in a maze of aluminum corridors. At least it wasn't a long walk. The
whole town's only half a mile away. I live in Artemis, the first (and so far only) place on the moon. It's made of five giant spheres called bubbles. They're half underground, so Artemis looks exactly like old sci-fi books have said that the moon city should look like: a bunch of houses. You don't see the parts that are
underground. Armstrong Bubble is located in the middle, surrounded by Aldrin, Conrad, Bean and Shepard. Bubbles each connect with the neighbors through the tunnel. I remember doing the Artemis model as a primary school assignment. Pretty simple: just a few eggs and sticks. It took ten minutes. The price is to
come here and be expensive as hell to live here. But the city can't just be wealthy tourists and eccentric billionaires. He also needs people from the working class. You don't expect J. Worthalot Richbastard III to clean his toilet, do you? I'm one of the little people. I live in Conrad Down, 15, 15 floors underground in Conrad
Bubble. If my neighborhood was wine, the connoisseurs would describe it as shitty, with a touch of failure and poor life choices. I walked down a series of tightly-soxed square doors until I got to my own. At least mine was a lower bunk. It's easier to get in and out. I was waving Gizmo over the lock, and the door opened. I
crawled in and put him behind me. I was lying in a bunk bed staring at the ceiling, which was less than a metre from my face. Technically, it's a capsule, but everyone called them coffins. It's just a closed bunk bed with doors I can lock. There is only one use for a coffin: sleep. Well, okay, there's another application (which
also includes horizontality), but you get my point. I have a bed and a shelf. That's it. There is a shared bathroom down the hall and a public shower a few blocks away. My It won't be in better homes and moonlight anytime soon, but that's all I can afford. I checked my Gizmo for time. Craaaap. There's no time for the lots.
The KSC cargo ship was landing that afternoon, and I'd have a job to do. To be clear: The sun doesn't define an afternoon for us. Every 28 earth days, we only get at noon and we don't see him. Each bubble has two six inches of thick torso with a metre of crushed rock between them. You can shoot a howitzer in town
and still wouldn't leak. Sunlight can't get in. So what do we use for the duration of the day? Kenyan time. It was in Nairobi in the afternoon, so it was an afternoon in Artemis.I was sweaty and disgusting from my near-death EVA. There was no time for a shower, but at least I could change. I lay in my apartment, dragged
EVA's cool suit and put on a blue suit. I tied my belt, then sat, cross-footed, and put my hair in my tail. Then I grabbed Gizmo and bounced out. We don't have streets in Artemis. We have corridors. It costs a lot to have properties on the moon and they certainly won't be late on the roads. You can have an electric cart or
scooter if you want, but the corridors are designed for foot traffic. That's only sixty of Earth's gravity. Walking doesn't need much energy. The more the neighborhood, the narrower the halls. Conrad Down's corridors are positively claustrophobic. They're wide enough for two people to turn past each other. I've damaged
the corridors to the center of the 15th. There was no elevator nearby, so I was restricting the stairs three at a time. Staircases in the core are just like staircases on Earth – short 21 centimetres of high steps. Tourists are more comfortable. In areas that do not reach tourists, the stairs are every half a metre high. This is
the moon's gravity for you. Anyway, I climbed the tourist stairs until I reached the ground level. Walking along 15 floors of a staircase may sound terrible, but it's not such a big deal here. I wasn't even winded. The ground level is where all the tunnels come, connecting to other bubbles. Of course, all shops, boutiques,
and other tourist traps want to be there to take advantage of foot traffic. In Conrad, this was mostly about restaurants selling Gunk to tourists who couldn't afford real food. A small crowd crashed into the Aldrine connector. It's the only way to get from Conrad to Aldrin (except to take the long way through Armstrong), so
this is a great thorough journey. I walked past a huge circular door on my way. If the tunnel had turned, the air would have escaped from Conrad, forcing the door to close. Everyone in Conrad would be saved. If you were in the tunnel at that time. Well, it sucks to be you. If it isn't Jazz Bashara! Said a close jerk. It worked.
We were friends. We weren't friends. Dale, I said. I kept walking. He was rushing to catch up. There must be a cargo ship coming. Nothing else gets your lazy ass in uniform. Remember when I cared about what you had to say? Wait, my mistake. That never happened. I heard you failed eva's exam today. He's a tsked in
the post-frustration. It's a tough break. I did my first attempt, but it can't all be me, can we? Fuck off. yes, I gotta tell you, tourists pay a good price to go out. I'm going to the visitor center right now. I'm going to grab her. Make sure you jump on really sharp rocks while you're out there. no, he said. The people who passed
the exam know better than they do. It was just an elf, I said nonchasant. It's not like EVA's work is real work. Yes, you're right. One day I hope to be a delivery woman like you. Porter, I'm grumpy. The term is porter. He smiled in a very puncingly puncsant way. Luckily, we moved on to Aldrin Bubble. I had to get past him
and get out of the connector. Aldrin was awake, just like Conrad's. I rushed forward and took a hard right just to get out of Dale's angle. Aldrin is the opposite of Conrad in every way. Conrad is full of plumbers, glass blowers, metalworkers, welders, workshops. the list continues. But Aldrin is a real resort. He's got hotels,
casinos,, a kina, and even a park of honest god with real weed. Rich tourists from all over the land come for a two-week stay. I went through the Arcade. It wasn't the fastest way I went, but I liked the view. New York has Fifth Avenue, London has Bond Street, and Artemis has Arcade. Shops don't behave on the price list.



If you have to ask, you can't afford it. The Ritz-Carlton Artemis occupies the entire block, 1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 One night there costs 12,000 snails – more than I earn in a month as a porter (although I have other sources of income). Despite the cost of the lunar holiday, demand
always exceeds supply. Middle-class earthlings can afford it as a once-in-a-lifetime experience with adequate funding. There's bubbles like Conrad in more fucked-up hotels. But rich people make annual trips and stays in nice hotels. And mine, oh mine, or shop. More than anywhere else, Aldrin is where the money
enters Artemis.In the shopping district I couldn't afford anything. But one day, I'd have enough to belong there. It was my plan, either way. I looked at another long look, then turned around and turned into the port of entry. Entry.
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